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This full color study guide can help students recognize, understand, and retain the key concepts
presented in each chapter of Milady Standard Cosmetology 2012. The Essential Companion
provides six easy-to-follow features- Essential Objectives, Essential Subjects, Essential Principles,
Essential Exercises, Essential Review, and Essential Notes- that allows students to recognize,
comprehend, and retain the key concepts essential for achievement in licensure and the
professional environment. Student business lead exercises minimize assistance from the
educator.
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yep it's a college book, alright. It can have good information as well, if you're just seeking to get
an informative publication on cosmetology. expensive This is an excellent book for what you
need it for but I wish it had been a little cheaper. Serving it's purpose. Yeah I shed my book so I
had to rebuy it. But nonetheless good study guide. Five Stars Excellent Good value For my
daughter. Oh well haha Good price Needed textbooks designed for my daughter's cosmetology
class. Beats the price the school was offering. The just complaint is that some of the pages were
written on. Five Stars Great quality unexpected but good Had not been what I was expecting. In
the end, I do use it at a beauty college. Thought the questions would be situational devoid of
paragraph stories. It's the book I want. She says it really is awesome for studying on her behalf
state test Five Stars book was in super condition.
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